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Welcome
To the Beautiful World of



Beautiful Pictures
So many

Join me for a Cyprus wedding day
photography feast.

To share with you



Your Wedding Day
Is the day
your dreams come true



And Your Wedding
Photos

Ensure your memories are safe, for you, your children,
and dear friends and family who can’t be with you.



Beautiful flowers
Like beautiful memories can last a life time



Dimitri KatchisStudios



The following pages
are focused on the bridal preparations

and bridal portraiture.
No one takes more care in their work,

to guarantee each and every bride
looks and feels
truly beautiful.

No one takes wedding photos like these in Cyprus.
We say this with confidence, pride

and a great deal of personal satisfaction

And what’s most important ......our couples agree!



The images we take vary but each is chosen for it’s emotional content.
Then each and every image is meticulously edited to achieve it’s

fullest visual potential. Nothing we shoot is just a picture.
Each image is it’s own little piece of the couples love story.

Each is a Treasure.

See for yourself
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Time to Go















Here comes the bride





One Proud Daddy
And a gorgeous smiling bride
............. perfect wedding photos!
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Confetti
Perfection





























Finally a few

minutes together ..... alone
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This is the part of the day
where we get to have

lots of fun together
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Total Romance



Aphrodite Hills Resort











Paphos Castle, Paphos Harbour
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Sunset
The

shoot



When you choose Cyprus for your
dream wedding, this is just what you’ll get.



Timeless Romance





Aphrodite Hills Resort





Elea Estate Paphos

I just love these tender intimate shots. Every one•s a personal favourite, each
sings

its own beautiful love song.













Back to the party



We have some seriously gorgeous pics to share here.
Warm, happy, loving memories Beautiful night time

photography. Every magical last moment celebrated
in Dimitri Katchis Studios style



Vasilias Nikoklis Inn





Ayii Anargyri Spa Resort



Lounging by the pool
This is what it’s all about



Sensational Cakes





Attention to detail





Perfect presentation







We’re a team
Dimitri Katchis Studios





Yes it’s great fun





The big boys are having so
Much more fun than me!







Dining, Speeches,
and lots of Dancing

Here’s where we melt into the background. You’ll
probably forget we’re even there. Our party images
are heart warming and natural; so many precious little
moments of love and laughter to be saved and cherished.





Delicious Food



Deserves delicious photography





























Celebrating Happy times























For moments beyond words



We have pictures

































It’s been a pleasure sharing our work
with you. We hope you’ve enjoyed it.

Dimitri katchis studios
www.dimitrikatchis.com


